scientists would more likely label "computational constraints on human thinking." A large part of the answer is that, when people don't know how to optimize, they may very well be able to satisfice -to find good-enough solutions. And good-enough solutions can often be found by heuristic search (Simon, , 1982 .
Now what does this anecdote say about finding problems as an essential component in the process of scientific discovery?
One thing it says is that a problem I found in 1935 has lasted me for fifty two years. I have never had to find another. More accurately, this very broad problem of accounting for human rationality has served as a powerful generator for an endless series of subproblems (e.g., how do people solve the Tower of Hanoi problem, how do they choose chess moves, how do they make scientific discoveries?) (Newell and Simon, 1972; Simon, 1979, sections 4, 7; Langley et al., 1987) .
Another lesson to be drawn from the anecdote is that scientific discovery is
incremental. An explanation for a particular act of discovery must take everything that has gone before as initial conditions. What we seek to explain is how these initial conditions led to the next step --in this case how my knowledge of elementary price theory, and Jerry Kerwin's desire to know how the school board and the public works department cooperated to provide public recreation services in Milwaukee, led me to observe a phenomenon that initially surprised me; and how that surprise led to new observations that could be explained by the concepts of identification and bounded rationality.
Steps taken twenty years later led from bounded rationality to satisficing, and from satisficing to heuristic search. counted, and the genera are then arranged in order, according to the number of their species, the genus with the nth largest number of species will have about 1/n as many species as the genus with the largest number.
Laws from Data
Similarly, when the frequencies with which different words appear in a book are counted, and words are then arranged in order of their frequency, the nth most frequent word will occur about 1/n time's as frequently as the most frequent word.
Moreover, about half of all the s words that occur in a book will occur exactly once, about one sixth exactly twice, one twelfth three times, and so on. These relations hold for books in any alphabetic language, and the departures from regularity are small.
Other data show a similar regularity in the populations of cities in the United
States: the nth largest city is about 1/n times as large as New York. These regularities are easily seen if the data are plotted on log-log paper, whereupon they 8 fall on a straight line with a slope of minus one. Here I recall being aided by a metaphor. If we think of a book as being created word by word, and if a word is added that has already occured k times, the number of words occuring k+1 times each will be increased by one, and the number of words occuring k times each decreased by one. For a steady-state equilibrium, the rate at which words are created that had previously occured k times must be equal to the rate at which words are created that had previously occured k-1 times.
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In this way, the "k" bin will be replenished as rapidly as it is depleted. At some point I began to visualize this as a cascade, with successive pools of water each maintained at a constant level by flow in from the pool above, and flow out to the pool next below. Working back from our answer --the distribution that we know describes the phenomena -it is not too hard to show that the equilibrium condition requires that the probability of creating a word that has already occured k times must be proportional to k.
We are ready for the final step: to interpret the probability assumption. In the case of word distributions, it can be interpreted to mean that the chance of a word being chosen as the next word in a text is proportional, because of association, to the frequency with which it has been used already, and also proportional, because of long-term associations stored in memory, to the frequency with which it is used in the language. In the case of city sizes, it can be interpreted to mean that birth and death rates are approximately independent of city size, while the probability that a city will be the target for any given migration is also proportional to its size ). 
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Designing Good Experiments
Experiments are supposed to be aimed at testing hypotheses or, better yet, choosing between contending hypotheses ("critical" experiments). That an experiment meets one or both of these aims is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition for its being a good experiment.
It is not a sufficient condition because testing weak-tea hypotheses of the form, "variable X affects variable Y," or its negation, is not usually very interesting, and does not often contribute much to our understanding of the world. (But if I continue in this vein, I will trespass on Allen Newell's noted "Twenty Questions" essay (Newell, 1973) .)
Testing stronger quantitative hypotheses (e.g., the periods of the planets are as the 3/2 power of their distances from the Sun) is much more interesting, and very interesting indeed if the hypotheses are closely connected with broad explanatory theories (e.g., with the inverse square law of gravitation).
We are on safer ground if we aim experiments at testing models instead of testing hypotheses, but when we do that, we must remember to throw away the whole standard apparatus of significance tests, which is no longer applicable. (See Gregg and Simon, and the references cited there (in Simon, 1979, ch. 5.4 
Testing Models
A few years ago, I found occasion to begin the study of the Chinese language.
I did it just for fun, and because I planned to visit China, but to put a more solemn face on things, I called it "exposing myself to new phenomena." That allowed me to do some of it on company time, with a good conscience. Somehow (intuition or recognition at work), I remembered that short-term memory was generally thought to be acoustical in modality, but only because of Conrad's rather indirect evidence that errors in recall generally involved similarity in sound rather than similarity in appearance. In Chinese, we could put the acoustical > hypothesis to direct test. After establishing that the STM span is about six or seven Jeff conceived of a fine idea (at least, I have always remembered it as his).
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We constructed some "impossible" problems -problems that could not be given a real physical interpretation because their solutions involved boards of negative length or nickels that were worth more than dimes. We then asked our subjects to set up the equations corresponding to the problem statements, but not to solve them.
The outcome was wholly unanticipated. Our subjects fell Into three groups, rather consistently over the set of three problems. Some set up the equations that in an earlier section, we already knew that we wished to represent our model as a computer program in a list-processing language. Second, a data gathering method was used that obtained the densest record of the subject's behavior that we knew how to get. We were able to discover what he had done each few seconds of time during which he worked on the task. Third, some care had been taken in selecting the task. It had already been used by O.K. Moore and his colleagues at Yale, and we had access to both their experience and their data. The task was symbolic, hence made for easy verbalization, and seemed to call for a minimum of pictorial visualization. It was a hard enough task to evoke genuine problem solving behavior from intelligent subjects.
Application of these criteria to the selection of problem solving tasks accounts for a substantial fraction of the knowledge that has been collected about problem solving processes during the past thirty years, and a substantial part of the theoretical efforts that have succeeded in building models to account for behavior in many kinds of tasks. The metaphor of chess, cryptarithmetic and the Tower of Hanoi serving as the green peas, Drosophila and E. coli of cognitive science is as near to literal truth as it is to fancy.
Do these experiments really lack independent variables? Can't we consider the task domain or the subject to be just that? Of course we can, but to no particular end. The principal knowledge we gained from these experiments did not come out of comparisons between tasks or subjects. It came out of painstakingly analyzing individual protocols and inducing from them the processes that problem solvers employed in their work. Once this had been done, we could test the generality of our results by comparing over tasks and over subjects. However, one heuristic that has been of first importance to my work is missing from these programs. I will mention it, because you too may find it useful. If you want to make interesting scientific discoveries, be sure to acquire as many good friends as possible, who are as energetic, intelligent, and knowledgeable as they can be. Form partnerships with them whenever you can. Then sit back and relax. You will find that all the programs you need are stored in your friends, and will execute productively and creatively as long as you don't interfere too much.
